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English Answers – Lesson 3
Snow -

The headline is shared verbally and on the screen. What – There has been lots of snow and some
friends have made a 15ft snowman. When – ‘As parts of the UK have snow our friends in the USA have also
had quite a lot.’ No specific time given but this sentence suggests ‘now’. Who – Friends in the USA. Why –
To share happiness - They have made a 15ft snowman because it has snowed. A video with a verbal
explantion of the snowman is shown rather than a picture and a caption. De’Graft is giving facts about the
snowman including ’15 ft’. Past tense – A group of friends started to build the snowman… No speech or
paragraphs. Explained in chronological order.

Dogs sledge race -

The headline is shared verbally and on the screen. What – A dog sledge race.
When - No specific time given. Who – Owners and their dogs. Why – To share happiness - A race - It’s
something the dogs enjoy. A video with a verbal explanation of the race is explained verbally and the race
is shown rather than a picture and a caption. De’Graft is giving facts about the dogs and how they wear
shoes. No speech or paragraphs. Explained in chronological order.

Dog & Cat -

The headline is shared verbally and on the screen. What – A dog in Greece has decided to
become friends with some cats. When –No specific time given. Who – A dog and some cats in Greece. Why
– To share happiness – A dog has decided to become friends with some cats. A video with a verbal
explantion of the dog becoming friends with the cats is shown rather than a picture and a caption. De’Graft
is giving facts about the unusual friendship between this dog and cats. No speech or paragraphs.
Explained in chronological order.

Various explanation answers could include; This shows lots of similarities between both news broadcasts
and written newspaper reports. They both have the same intention of informing their audiences of specific
news and information through following a similar guideline of key features to include.
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Reading for productivity Answers
Geography answers

Retrieval
1.) What is a linkage? A linkage is a mechanism made by
connecting together levers
2.) How do you make a linkage? To connect the levers together
to make a linkage you can use any type of fastening which
allows free movement, for example screws, pins, paper
fasteners, pop rivets etc.
3.) What is the difference between a lever and linkage? A
linkage connects levers together whereas a lever is a separate
part of the linkage that rotates on a point.
Inference
4.) Why and how do you think levers were used throughout
ancient times? To move objects including rocks and food.
Vocabulary

Retrieval
1. List two types of vegetation belts. Forest,
grassland, tundra, desert and ice sheet.
2. Which vegetation belt has little or no
vegetation? Ice sheets.
Inference
3. Why do you think forests are found the most all
over the world? Any acceptable answer.
Vocabulary
4. What do you think the word ‘vegetation’ means?
An area of plants/soils/habitats
5. Find and copy a word that means the same as
rainfall. Precipitation.

5.) What is a ‘fulcrum’? A fixed point that a lever rotates
around.

Science answers
PSHCE answers

Retrieval
1. Which materials are magnetic? Iron, nickel, cobalt, steel.
2. What happens if the same pole is placed next to each
other? They will repel – push away from each other.
3. Which of the following statements are true?
A. Magnets have a magnetic north pole and a magnetic
south pole.
B. Gold is magnetic.
C. The magnetic field around Earth does not keep us safe
from space radiation and particles.
D. Some objects are not affected by a magnet.
Inference
4. Magnetic fields cannot be seen by the human eye but we
can tell they are there by what happens to objects when
near the magnet.’ Explain what this means. Magnets can
attract (draw closer) and repel (push away) objects and you
can see these movements.
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Vocabulary
4. Find and copy a word that means ‘a course along which
someone or something moves’. Direction.
5. What is meant bu the word repel? Drive or force (an
attack or attacker) back away.
6. Write a synonym for the word ‘same’. Various answers;
identical, duplicate, alike, clone.

